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Fire Emblem Three Houses has many side quests that you can do for extra money and exp. Some of these quests are simple, and others can be difficult. Check out this Fire Emblem Three Houses Side Quest Guide to complete them all. Talk to Flayn in the kitchen to start this search. Go to the fish pond and talk to the fish keeper there. When the fish bites, press A and then wait
for the ring to reach the center to press A again. It's a timing mini game and this fish is pretty easy to catch. Talk to Dedue outside your room and he will give you this quest. The garden is located in the south-western corner of the map. Talk to the lady there and then you can plant Dedue's Seeds and complete the quest. This search comes from Sylvain, who can be found in front
of the dormitories. He will want you to eat with someone. Go to the kitchen and talk to the staff there. Here you will find a list of meals and with whom you can share them. This is a good chance to butter other homes students for recruitment. It is important to connect not only with the students, but also with two students who are connected. Talk to the choir coordinator in the chapel
for this quest. She wants you to find out who's passionate about music. First go to the dormitories of the Blue Lion and near some barrels outside you will see a shiny one on the floor. This is the choir list for the students who are interested in the Blue Lions. Talk to Seteth in the chapel to receive this quest. He wants you to collect information for him and then report it. Go to the
marker on the map and return to complete the quest. Talk to the chef in the kitchen to get this quest. She wants you to collect some recipes for her that can be found in the library. Grab the three shiny spots in the library and return to complete the quest. Chapter 3 Page quests Talk to Manuela to get this quest. When you take this quest, you'll earn one of your Activity Points, but
you'll get reputation, loot, and cash. Talk to Jeralt and he will give you this search. The item you are looking for is located on the second floor, near the large doors in the area. Chat with Mercedes and she will give you this quest. She wants you to talk to the counselor to learn more about the problems in the monastery. Go to the cathedral on the first floor and on the left side of the
room you will find the guide. Read the note from the field and you need to make a choice. Ferdinand wants you to find someone who loves tea. Lorenz below Fishing spot is the one you want to give it to. Chapter 4 Side Quests Seteth is interested in finding out some thieves in the area. Go to the Knights Area and near a bookshelf there's a blue thing you can pick up. Snap this and
return to Seteth to complete the quest. Caspar is interested in fighting in the current tournaments. The tournament is changing, but for it was a sword at first. Put your best sword person in and watch them win the fight. This also takes up one of your activity points. Since it is a tournament, it will also go for several rounds, do not forget to heal in between if you need to. Chapter 5
Side Quests This opens during Chapter 5 of Flayn. Get all the stones in the Holy Room and you will complete the search. This quest opens in Chapter 5 and can be found at the Blacksmith. The object for me was near the gate guard the stairs at the market. Complete the quest to unlock the forge. This is your first combat side mission. The trader in the market wants you to go to
the Magdred Way and kill some bandits. You have to use a day off to fight. Rhea will want you to give two of your students herbs to alleviate their problems. Students vary by home, so just go to the markers. The item is in your gifts. This is a side quest that you can get from Seteth, he also has your main quest. He wants you to do a fight this month, you have to use a day off to
fight. Chapter 6 Side Quests This quest is in the chapel of Marianne. She wants her to find some medicinal herbs that are in the green house. Get them and return to complete the quest. A random student near the training hall will have this quest. Give Cyril the girl's love letter and return to complete the quest. Chapter 7 Page Quests Shamir will give you this quest. You have to
catch a Teautates herring for Flayn. If you have it, talk to her to complete the quest. When you complete the quest, you will open the rest of your tournament bait. This is a combat quest, so you have to use a day off to do it. Another love letter delivery quest. Deliver the note to Alois and return to complete the quest. Chapter 8 Page Quests These are actually two quests, but they
want the same item. You have to buy a two-tone Whetstone and give it one of them. Grab the Crestological Mysteries book near the two and bring it to Hanneman. Then give Manuela the tome of the comedic saints. Bring the fire amulet to Cyril, who will give you the Glowing Stone. Now the Glowing Stone goes to Mercedes and you get The Path Of Dawn. The path of dawn goes
to Marianne, the eye falls to Linhardt, and you finally get the second tone-whetstone. You win points with whoever you give it, but the real reward is the Silver Weapon. Another love letter delivery quest. This time you need to give the letter to Rhea, from the gift menu. to the guy to complete the quest. Seteth wants you to find out what's going on with the missing students. Felix will
give you this quest and it's a battle quest. Chapter 9 Side Quests This quest is from Rhea and it's a dance competition. You must select a student you want to represent your house in it. Most most Stat here is Cha, which you can get from drinking tea with the student or giving them dance lessons. You can give them the white dragon scarf to increase the statistics a little. I went with
Petra and she smoked the competition with 26 cha. Winning gives this character the dance class. You can get this quest from Gilbert during Chapter 9. He wants you to end him a book about woodcarving and bring it to him. You can find the item in the room next to Bernedatta. Chapter 10 Side Quests This is a combat quest, you need to use a day off to do it. Chapter 11 Side
Quests This is a quest by Seteth. Talk to the soldier to get the Intel and then return to Seteth Chapter 13 side quests This is a combat quest, you need to use a day off to do it. You will most likely not have a day off to do it until the next chapter. Hubert will ask you to give him something. You must get an Arcane Crystal and 2 Caledonian Gar. The Arcande Csytal is sometimes
located in the blue place in front of the blacksmith. You have to fish for the cook if you don't have one. Talk to Hubert if you have them to complete the quest. Chapter 14 Side quests you need to deliver 2x Teutates Loach and 2x Zanado Fruit. You can catch the fish easily, it is a 2-star fish. You can grow Zando fruit with mixed fruit seeds. Plant the seeds, do not cultivate them. If
they are grown, save before checking the seeds. Reload if you don't get the fruit. The merchant here will ask for a piece of history. Go to the chapel and near the ruins you will see a blue luminous spot, the quest article is there. A soldier at the fishing hole will give you this quest. You will be asked to catch the Big One, a legendary fish in the lake. I had to use herring bait and catch
a purple fish to get the right one. Hubert will ask for flowers for this search. These are not YOUR gift flowers, it is a quest element. Go into sink/ch and in front of it you will see a blue loot place. Get the quest item and give it to Hubert to complete the quest. This is another battle quest. Chapter 15 Side Quests Another quest you get from Hubert. He will have some chickpeas that
can be obtained from planted vegetables, and arcane crystals that can be purchased from Anna after you have completed her search. This is clear from Anna in Chapter 15. Anna is looking for the secret thing. You can find this item right in front of you room, up the stairs. This is located in the stables. Head to the second floor and in the room Seteth would normally be in, you will
find the article for this guy. Chapter 16 Page Quests One by Hubert, this opens up new merchants in the city. Chapter 17 Side Quests This quest can be found in the Knight's Hall. You need to get some herbs from the greenhouse and bring them back to complete the search. By Gilbert. You must supply 2x tomato and 1x silverfish. You can Silverfish with 3 star baits on a golden
fish shadow. Chapter 18 Side Quests You must get 2x Airmid Pike and 2x Wild Game for Gilbert. I had a lot of the fish at this point, they are a 3x fish. You can buy Wild Game from Southern Merchant. Find flowers and give them to Gilbert. You can find them outside the greenhouse. Return and give it to Gilbert. Chapter 19 Side Quests Gilbert will ask for more supplies. It was
weed sand and carrots for me, both easily grown in the gardens. Chapter 20 Side Quests Gilbert will ask for more supplies. This time it was cabbage and tomatoes. Chapter 20 Side Quests Gilbert will ask for more supplies. This time it was Weeds and Smithing Stones. Posted July 30, 2019 by Blaine Smithin Fire Emblem Three Houses Guides, Game Guides How To Transfer
Gold (Money) To New Game+ In Fire Emblem Three HousesNew Game+ Strips you back to bare basics but there is a trick to take some gold with you. This guide will tell you how to transfer gold to new game + In Fire Emblem Three Houses, so you can get a Posted July 25, 2019 by Johnny Hurricanein Fire Emblem Three Houses Guides, Game Guides Fire Emblem Three
Houses Student Choices And Consequences GuideWhen you become a teacher in Fire Emblem Three Houses, you will begin to get decisions on how to talk to your students. Some will increase you points with them, while others will increase your points with Posted July 31, 2019 by Blaine Smithin Fire Emblem Three Houses Guides, Game Guides Fire Emblem Three Houses
Crest GuideCrests, which unlock powerful latent abilities in three houses. This Fire Emblem Three Houses Crest Guide focuses on the unique Crest mechanics that will be unlocked when you save a new game+ Posted July 26, 2019 by Blaine Smithin Fire Emblem Three Houses Guides, Game Guides Fire Emblem Three Houses Fishing GuideFishing is a basic but rewarding
activity in the game. This Fire Emblem Three Houses Fishing Guide guides you through the basics of the fishing system including how to unlock fishing as you can get
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